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Abstract: The traditional way of converting data into a single type has many disadvantages. 

In this context we propose an agglomerative hierarchical clustering method for 

quantitative measures of similarity among objects that could keep not only the structure of 

categorical attributes but also relative distance of numeric values. For aquatic data 

clustering, the number of clusters can be validated through geometry shapes or density 

distributions, the proposed hierarchical and partitioning methods the relationships among 

categorical items. In numeric clustering, the number of clusters can be validated through 

geometry shapes or density distributions, the proposed hierarchical and partitioning 

methods the relationships among categorical items In This Paper we here investigate 

linkage critions in hierarchical aquatic data clustering algorithm performance calculations 

using with Euclidian distance measure and some clustering techniques and their 

applications have been discussed. It also describes the necessities to be calculated for 

constructing an well-organized to handle the huge data sets. As the study initially 

investigates distinct issues for creating clusters with numeric attributes 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Various algorithms can be used for Cluster analysis that be different expressively in their 

perception of creates a group also how to proficiently discover them. Prevalent ideas of 

clusters contain groups with diminutive distances between the group objects, data space in 

dense areas, specific numerical distributions. The groups can thus expressed as a multi-

objective optimization difficulty [6].To get an anticipated results and individual dataset, a 

suitable aquatic data clustering algorithm and parameter settings should be used. The distance 

function to use, no. of probabilistic clusters or a density threshold are the values used for 

clustering methods. This research is a stepping stone of optimization as it involves trial and 

failure concept. Cluster analysis as such is not an automatic task, but repetitious process of 

knowledge finding or interactive multi objective optimization [7]. To achieve the result with 

expected properties, the modification of data preprocessing and model parameters is 

necessary.All the above mentioned approaches ensure its own specialization and traditional 

methods which are commonly used in the process of data mining real application.  
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Figure 1.1 Categorization of Cluster Algorithms 

 

Partitioning methods: This method is used to find a single level partition of objects. To get 

a local optimum solution, these methods are used repeatedly and are generally based on 

greedy heuristics. Given n objects, these strategies create k<=n clusters of knowledge and use 

a repetitive relocation technique. it's assumed that every cluster has a minimum of one object 

and every object belongs to just one cluster[9]. Objects could also be moved amongst 

clusters, because the clusters area unit advanced. These strategies usually need variety the 

amount the quantity of aquatic data clusters be such that a priori and this number, sometimes 

doesn't amendment throughout the process. K-Means and Expectation Maximization (EM) 

and K-means  are general algorithms of  partitioning method. 

 

Hierarchical methods: This method attains a nested partition of the objects future in an 

exceedingly cluster tree. These strategies either begin with one cluster or then split into 

smaller and smaller clusters or begin with every object in a private cluster and so try and 

merge similar clusters into larger and bigger clusters (called clustered or bottom up). During 

this approach, in distinction to partitioning, tentative clusters could also be unified or split 

supported some criteria [45]. A hierarchical algorithm yields A tree of clusters referred to as 

dendrogram representing the nested grouping of objects and similarity levels at that 

groupings modification. Figure 1.3 shows a dendrogram representing Agglomerative and 

Divisive clustering process applied to a set of data objects,  

 

Agglomerative method: It’s additionally called as AGNES (Agglomerative Nesting). It 

works in   a bottom-up manner. i.e, every item is at initially as a independent group (leaf). At 

every step the items are merged which are two clusters that neighborhood unit the foremost 

similar neighborhood unit conquered into a replacement larger cluster (nodes). This process 

is recurring till whole items are in a single huge cluster (root) (see figure below).  

 

Divisive method: It’s termed as DIANA (Divise Analysis) it works on the principle of top 

down approach. It is a reverse approach of AGNES. It starts with the root with all item are 

involved in a lone cluster. During every iteration, the most diverse cluster is divided into two 

groups here one group is called left cluster and another group is called as right cluster. This 

processes will continue till objects are in their singleton. 
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 Figure 1.2Dendrogram obtained using Agglomerative and Divisive clustering 

algorithm 

 

Divisive clustering algorithms are less time consuming than agglomerative clustering 

algorithms. However, in normal practice, they are used less often owing to the complex 

problems of choosing a cluster split and then determining the optimal subdivision of the 

selected cluster [1-3]. 

 

Density-based methods: These methods are distinctive to identify an object in the cluster at 

a least no. of objects should occur inside a given radius. These strategies will contend with 

discretional form clusters since the most demand of such strategies is that every cluster may 

be a dense region of points encircled by regions of density[2]. DBSCAN is the most general 

density based clustering method is DBSCAN, it is centered on connecting points within 

distance threshold and its complexity is fairly low. 

 

Grid-based Methods: This method works in the object space as opposed to the information 

is partitioned keen on a lattice. Grid partitioning is depends on the qualities of the information 

and such strategies can manage non-numeric information all the more effortlessly. The data 

order will not affect this method[14][5]. This methodology uses a multi resolution grid 

system. It quantizes the expose address into a restricted variety of cells that define a grid 

arrangement on which all of the clustering performance are done. 

 

Model-based methods: it is a prediction method based on a prospect allocation. Basically, 

this algorithm attempts to form groups by way of elevated similarity stage inside a cluster and 

a near to the ground similarity stage among clusters[10][12]. These measurements of 

similarity level are built on the mean values and the algorithm attempts to reduce the squared 

error function. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

Hierarchical algorithms create clusters recursively by dividing a database D of N objects into 

a number of levels of nested partitioning, denoted by a dendrogram[1].  A dendrogram is a 

two-dimensional diagram or tree and gives a complete hierarchical description of how objects 

are similar to each other on different levels. It can be examined at a particular level to 

represent a different clustering of the data[13]. There are two types of hierarchical algorithms: 

agglomerative algorithms and divisive algorithms. Agglomerative algorithms build the tree 

bottom-up, i.e. merging the N objects into groups. Divisive algorithms build the tree up-

bottom by separating the N objects into finer clusters [7]. Bottom-up or agglomerative 

clustering, the more commonly used technique, treats each object as a cluster of size 1.  
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Then, it merges the two nearest objects in a cluster of size two and so on to reach one cluster 

combining all the objects unless other termination condition is Satisfied [6][8]. The up-

bottom or divisive strategy does the reverse by starting with all of the N objects in one cluster 

and subdividing them into smaller groups until a termination condition is met such as a 

desired number of clusters or it stops when each object forms a cluster. This strategy of 

hierarchical algorithms, up-bottom, is used less often. Kaufman and Rousseeuw [11] 

remarked that divisive methods have been largely ignored in the literature mostly due to 

computational limitations.  

The computational demands of these techniques is O(2N) so grow exponentially as the 

number of objects, N, raises. Hierarchical algorithms differ in the ways they determine the 

similarity between two clusters. There are three main ways to consider the distance between 

the two clusters: the single-linkage method, the complete-linkage method and the average- 

linkage method. The following formulas define four distance measures required to distinguish 

between the three linkages. They measure the distance between two clusters, Cx and Cy that 

have |Cx| and |Cy| objects respectively, where dist(Oi, Oj) is the distance between two objects 

Oi and Oj and dist(µCx ,µCy ) is the distance between the mean values of objects belonging to 

cluster Cx and cluster Cy[14]. 

The single-linkage takes the shortest pair wise distance between objects in two different 

clusters by using the minimum distance. In contrast, complete-linkage takes the longest 

distance between the objects by using the maximum distance, while the average-linkage takes 

the average of the pairwise distances between all pair of objects coming from each of the two 

clusters[9]. The latter type of linkage, average-linkage, may use the mean or the average 

distance. Whereas the mean distance is simpler to calculate, the average distance is 

advantageous as it can be used to deal with categorical data. 

The complete-linkage methods often generate more compact clusters and more useful 

hierarchical structure than the single-linkage methods. Having said that, the latter methods 

are more versatile[15].  

Guha et al[47] have discussed the disadvantages of single-linkage and average-linkage 

methods. They stated that chaining effect is the main drawback of single-linkage clustering.  

This happens when a few points form a bridge between two clusters which enforce this type 

of methods to unify the two clusters. Elongated clusters mislead average-linkage clustering 

according to Guha et al.   

Most of the hierarchical algorithms join two clusters or divide a cluster into two sub- clusters. 

However, some algorithms work in a similar manner but with more than two clusters or sub-

clusters. Thus, hierarchical clustering merges smaller clusters into larger ones or splits larger 

clusters into smaller ones recursively. hierarchical clustering algorithms are agglomerative 

and divisive clustering [13], Table 3.3 summaries the main differences between these 

clustering algorithms with regards to the data type they support and the computational cost, 

where N is the number of objects in the dataset. In addition, it includes the shape of clusters 

they handle as well as the input and output of the algorithms. 

 

3. HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING FOR  NUMERIC ITEMS 

 

Many partitioning algorithms require the number of class’s k, as a user-specified parameter; 

However, k is not always available in many applications. Hierarchical clustering does not 
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need this priori information. This method creates a sequence of nested partitions. Our method 

can be divided into two main procedures, these are categorized by two. 

1. Agglomerative: Start with a unique cluster which consisting all objects, here two 

nearest objects are combined iteratively [8], finally the all objects have consider as a single 

cluster. It is followed top down approach. 

2. Divisive: Initial cluster containing all data objects which are divided in to sub clusters, 

till each object belongs to a unique cluster. Its followed bottom up approach. 

 

The HAC (Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering) takes numeric data as the input and 

generates the hierarchical partitions as the output. 

 

 
Figure 3.1 Overview of Clustering frame work 

 

Our proposed framework starts with the division of Numeric attribute datasets into 

categorical and numerical attributes sub datasets.   

First we dividing attribute type datasets into categorical and numerical attributes sub dataset. 

We measure the similarity of categorical attribute sub dataset by utilizing entropy based 

similarity measure using an agglomerative process. Based on the results of the similarity 

measure, we analyze the changes in total entropy total entropy value while building clusters 

in agglomerative way and extracting candidate cluster numbers, K (i.e., a list of desirable 

cluster numbers), for mixed attribute type dataset clustering.  

 

As a criterion function, similarity measure between objects is one of the primary steps in 

clustering process. Entropy can be used to measure the uncertainty of random variables. 

Similarity measure for numerical attribute Distance functions such as Euclidean distance are 

used as since they represent the inherent distance meaning between numerical attributes but 

they are not for categorical attribute.  

 

Linkage Criteria 

In the present day scenario some of the well-known and extensively used clustering 

algorithms are hierarchical algorithms which is considered in this paper as a major topic for 

the comparative study as the hierarchical algorithm consists of four types: Linkage single, 

Complete, Average and Average weighted  The choices that are made in this paper is 

implemented to make comparisons between different linkages that are possible as the average 

and complete are two of the most commonly used approaches where furthermore, since the 
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inception of Euclidean distance it is most widely used distance measure algorithm as the 

same is also chosen in this paper..   

 

Hierarchical Algorithm descriptions 

Single Linkage: (Figure 3.a) represents the nearest-neighbor technique that tends to select the 

attained distance between the nearest or the  observations in clusters  are closet as shown in 

below Equation (3.1) represents objective linkage for single linkage.  

 

(3.1) 

 
 

Figure 3.a  Single Linkage  

 

3. 2. Complete Linkage: (Figure 3.b)  represent the farthest-neighbor technique that select the  

farthest observations in clusters using with Euclidian distance measure that as implemented in 

the Equation (6.2) which is Objective function of complete linkage: 

 

(3.2) 

 
Figure 4.b Complete Linkage  

 

.3 Average Linkage: (Figure 4.c) Average linkage calculates the distances attained between 

all the pairs of various observations generated in clusters and the average implemented from 

all of these distances attained are  as shown in Equation (4.3) which is Objective function of 

average linkage: 

  (3.3) 

 
Figure 3.c. Average Linkage  

 

3.4 Average Weighted Linkage: (Figure.3.d) Average linkage calculates the distances 

with corresponding weights attained between all the pairs of various observations 

generated in clusters with weights and the average is implemented from all of these 

weighted distances attained are  as shown in Equation (6.4) which is Objective 

function of average linkage: 

 

   (3.4) 
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Figure 3.d Average Weighted Linkage  

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY  

 

Comparative study of single linkage and complete Link and Average Linakges 

In this paper, compared with Agglomerative clustering methods using with Euclidian  

distance measure where the data set will be loaded and expanded as a dataset that can be 

considerably accessed from UCI repository where the possible application will access and 

implement the agglomerative hierarchical clustering using the JAVA programming language 

as the prolonged  data from a dataset. 

 

Description of Dataset 

In the below investigational study we have taken  five different datasets obtained from UCI 

Machine Learning warehouse which can be easily accessed 

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/html. 

Experimental study clustering algorithms are evaluated with regards of performance while 

rating the clustering results or in simple terms the performance is the total computational 

complexity that is attained while creating the singleton clusters. 

 

In the process of estimating the proposed method the experiences that are gained towards the 

selection or choice of datasets preferred over selection of single linkage and complete linkage 

method in terms of performance rate that is time complexity is represented in the below 

figure. The obtained outcome illustrates that the projected normally more victorious than that 

of the single linkage method with respect to the performance speed though single linkage 

aquatic data clustering may appear preferable as an optimal with admiration to the wrong 

principle in a lot of clustering applications as the single linkage clustering and complete 

algorithms reduces the appraisal of cluster superiority as complete linkage takes more time 

than that of single linkage but completely checks the data set, by combining the measures 

attained rigorously for identifying the overall allotment of the aquatic data clusters.  

 

Table: 4.1 Runtime calculation of linkage criteria. 

 

 

 

 

Linkage Criteria Execution Time 

Single Linkage 3591 

Complete Linkage 5463 

Average Linkage 4322 

Average Weighted Linkage 4978 

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/html
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Figure 4.2 Runtime calculation of single linkage, complete linkage and Average 

Linkages. 

 

The above figure (4.2) represents the time elapsed for creating clusters in mille seconds  

where the cluster numbers are also represented using the Single cluster strategy using 

attribute X. where the start time is 31216 and finish time is 34807 and the total elapsed time 

is 3591. 

the cluster numbers are also represented using the Complete cluster strategy using attribute X. 

where the start time is 56588 and finish time is 62051 and the total elapsed time is 5463. 

Complete linkage takes more time than that of single linkage. As well as we complete the 

average and average weighted linkage criteria these also takes more than that of single 

linkage.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper four hierarchical aquatic data clustering methods have been considered where 

the objects using a bottom-up approach that generates clusters that contains only one item and 

splits into two most similar clusters continuously based on a similarity metric provided by the 

algorithm. The linkage methods were analyzed with some examples.  In the above Example 

Analyzes the performance of the e clustering algorithms works as nearly twice as fast as that 

of complete linkage aquatic data hierarchical algorithms. So finally single linkage is efficient 

than other linkage clustering approaches. In Future we are working on Agglomerative 

Clustering Algorithms performance calculations on numeric as well as categorical data. 
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